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From Under the Russian Snow is a
searing personal memoir blended with
gutsy reporting and canny observation
of contemporary life in the emerging
democracy of pre-Putin Russia.
It would be just a coming-of-(middle) age
story, sprawled across the eleven time
zones of the planet’s largest country — if
life hadn’t intervened.
Who could pass up a story told by a
woman of fifty who embraced a great
adventure, without her family, in an
exotic setting, only to absorb one of life’s
harshest blows?
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gut-piercing fear?

A brief bio of the author: Michelle Carter
Michelle A. Carter, a professional journalist, is the author of From Under the Russian Snow, which
was published by Bedazzled Ink Publishers in September 2017.

From Under the Russian Snow – a memoir

She retired in 2012 after 15 years as an instructor of journalism and communications and advisor to
the award-winning student newspaper, The Argonaut, at Notre Dame de Namur University in Belmont.

“I closed the door, snapped the deadbolt and listened to the voices in the hall. . .
“Beyond the door, my landlady and her son were still chattering, in Russian, still reminding me to turn off the gas and set the safety lock when I left, still worrying about turning
over their apartment to this American woman who had come to Moscow alone, without
her family. I was only getting every third word or so, but they had repeated themselves
often enough, complete with demonstrations, that I knew what they were saying…”
So begins the true story of Michelle Carter’s yearlong adventure in Moscow, 10,000 miles from her San Francisco Bay Area home. As the United States Information Agency’s Journalist-in-Residence in Russia, she would
midwife Russian journalists through the birth of a free press after the fall of the Soviet Union. She would become an on-the-scene, shoulder-to-shoulder witness to the second great Russian revolution.
The year would be a continuation of a lifelong interest in Russia and eight years of traveling and reporting from
there. A University of Missouri School of Journalism graduate, she served as a reporter and editor for the Kansas City Star and the San Mateo (Calif.) Times where she had risen to managing editor.

During 1995, she served as the United States Information Agency journalist-in-residence at the
Russian-American Press and Information Center in Moscow, Russia, and worked with editors of newly
independent newspapers throughout the 11 time zones of Russia.
She resigned her position as managing editor of The San Mateo Times to
accept the USIA appointment. She had held that position with the 50,000-circulation daily since 1988. Among the honors The Times received during her
tenure was designation as one of the country’s best small newspapers by
the American Society of Newspaper Editors. A graduate of the University of
Missouri School of Journalism, she had been with The Times since 1967.
In 1993, she co-authored Children of Chernobyl: Raising Hope From the
Ashes, which was published by Augsburg Press of Minneapolis, Minn. The
book grew out of Michelle’s work as founder and chairman of the Children of Chernobyl Project of

Along the way, she was particularly moved by the plight of children affected by the world’s worst nuclear disaster at Chernobyl. She co-authored her first book, Children of Chernobyl: Raising Hope From the Ashes (Augsburg, 1993) to tell that story. Then she and her husband founded the Children of Chernobyl Project of Northern
California to bring drugs and medical supplies to a hospital in Minsk, Belarus, that treated the young victims of
the catastrophe.

Northern California, which has delivered over $500,000 worth of chemotherapy drugs and two tons of

She undertook the latest challenge to work with Russian newspaper editors with her husband’s encouragement
and blessing although it would represent the first long-term separation in their 28-year marriage. He said he
would be waiting for her when she came home, but he wasn’t. While she was in Moscow in July, he drowned in
a river accident in the Sierra Nevada mountains of California.

Foundation in San Mateo in 1992.

Michelle Carter’s riveting and often humorous story of her work abroad, as well as her personal journey through
the loss of her husband and subsequent return to Russia, unravel in From Under the Russian Snow.
The memoir of her incredible year as an expatriate will be released by Bedazzled Ink Publishing in September
just as the world (serendipitously) will be noting the centenary of the first Russian Revolution in 1917.
To interview the author or request a review copy, contact her publicist Ro Logrippo by emailing ro@msro.com
or calling 623-551-7696.
Bedazzled Ink Publishing LLC, Fairfield, California • BedazzledInk.com • queries@bedazzledink.com

medical supplies to hospitals in Minsk, Belarus, which are treating children suffering from the radioactive effects of the 1986 nuclear accident at Chernobyl.
Michelle was a founding member of the board of directors of the San Mateo County General Hospital

Among her honors are awards for writing and editing from the Associated Press, United Press International, San Francisco Bar Association, California Teachers Association, American Society of Newspaper Editors, California Society of Newspaper Editors, California Press Women, National Federation of
Press Women, the San Francisco Press Club and the Peninsula Press Club.
In 1996, Michelle was the 19th California Assembly District Woman of the Year.
A member of the Authors Guild, she is the wife of Mike Venturino, the mother of Robyn and David
Carter and the grandmother of Ezra Lux.

From Under the Russian Snow
By Michelle Carter
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A Sneak Peek
Continued
we could eavesdrop on the passing crowds of flower children on the street below us who would create the Summer of
Love in just a few months.)
For the first few years the pianos were rented, but no matter. Laurie needed the outlet that music provided. He’d
come from a musical family (his mother was an accomplished pianist and organist) and he had taken piano lessons
on and off for most of his school years. After we were married, the piano provided the transition he seemed to need
between work and family life. While I would make dinner, he would play — mostly popular or light classical pieces
like Gershwin’s Rhapsody in Blue or Lara’s Theme from Dr. Zhivago. Listening to him play while I put dinner on the
table was as stress-releasing for me as it seemed to be for him.
In fact, the piano played a role in bringing us together as seniors at the University of Missouri in Columbia.
Laurie lived in the Sigma Chi house on campus, a big red-brick, white-columned fraternity house and, after three
years in residence halls, I had just moved into a little white stucco off-campus house on a lot that abutted the Sigma
Chi parking lot. One hot, late summer day before classes started, Laurie knocked on the door of my house while my
roommates and I were moving in.
“You wouldn’t have an extra throw rug you don’t need, would you? I’m living in the basement of the Sigma Chi
house next door. It’s pretty damp and I could really use a rug.”
I didn’t have one, but I thought that was a pretty original “opener” and accepted his invitation to a mixer at the
house a few days later.
This tall, rumpled guy with bent glasses had gone to grade school and high school in Kansas City with another
Missouri classmate of mine who had endless stories about Laurie’s goofiness and wacky charm, about how he’d once
pulled the bathroom sink out of the wall at her house by sitting on it and how he kept getting his glasses knocked off
when he played varsity basketball so the coach choreographed specific plays so Laurie really would know where the
ball was without having to “see” much.
I didn’t expect anything more from the evening than a chance to peek inside this antebellum mansion across
the parking lot from my new home. But as I wandered around the house, Laurie lumbered over to the grand piano in
the living room, spun down the piano stool to accommodate his long body and began playing Beatles songs.
The party moved to the piano and, when I joined the crowd singing along, Laurie switched melodies and
launched into “Michelle.” I wasn’t sure he even knew I was a “Michelle” since I’d been introduced as “Micki.” (Of
course, he later swore he did.) But I went home more than a little interested in this tall, slightly geeky piano guy from
Kansas City who seemed to be a most unlikely Sigma Chi — so unlikely in fact that, when we got pinned on my
birthday in December, he had to borrow a fraternity pin. He’d never bothered to buy one.
But we always had a piano.
I ran my fingers over the oiled surface of the piano and thought, yes, it will do just fine. Here I would make
my home for most of the next year, 10,000 miles away from my family, my friends, from the newspaper where I had
made my career for the past 28 years.
The agony of making the decision to come here was well behind me then. This was the first week in January;
my husband and I had spent most of the previous fall talking over all the dimensions, all the implications, of such a
watershed change in our lives.
“This won’t be like other trips when I was part of a big, noisy group. I’ll be alone for most of each day,” I said.
“I’ll be in Stockton working on the warehouse project so you’d be alone here too,” he said. “And we’ve got Oleg
and Tanya in Moscow. You’ll be able to connect with them whenever you want.”
“What if my Russian isn’t good enough?”
“Think how good it will be when you get home.’
“What if you need me?”
“We always need each other, but I’m a big boy. I may even learn to cook!”
As I replayed some of those discussions for still one more time, I walked into the kitchen, leaned against the
wide windowsill and stared out into the night. The glowing street lights reflected on the ice of the river below me. My
breath fogged up the window pane but it didn’t matter. I wasn’t looking in front of me; I was looking back.
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From Under the Russian Snow offers an unexpected, first hand look at a Russia which with few readers
are acquainted, but will not soon forget, thanks to this superb memoir by Michelle A. Carter.
It is fascinating that Carter, a professional journalist with over 30 years experience in daily newspapering, during which she also travelled in and wrote about Russia, chose memoir as the genre for this
book. But it is that decision that makes From Under the Russian Snow such a memorable, and often, very
entertaining read. While both journalism and memoir are based on truth, if properly written, memoir
allows a writer more liberty with personal reflections. As a result, readers gain a much more up close and
personal look at an author: facts matter, but it is the author’s feelings about what she experiences and
learns to which readers best relate.
For Michelle A. Carter, her ten-month “adventure” across Russia, helping Russian editors and reporters
design newspapers that would be more readable and relevant to their readers was rich with eye-opening
situations and those practices that give Russians their uniqueness. When a fire breaks out in an elevator
in the apartment building where Michelle resides, she finds out only after she calls the fire brigade that
one shouldn’t have done that. Why? Because “they will just come and look in your apartment to see what
you have for them to steal.” And that goes for the police too: they will steal everything!
When Michelle goes on to describe how the Russian firemen were so mesmerized by her smoke detector, “they took turns setting the gizmo off by lighting matches under it and cheering it on”, the humour
is in startling contrast to her story about a colleague’s meeting with Putin before he became the current
head of the country. Her associate’s comments on that meeting are chilling, especially when contrasted
to what George W.Bush said of Putin when he met with him in 2001. Bush found Putin “straightforward
and trustworthy” and felt he got a “good sense of his soul”. Michelle’s colleague, on the other hand, remarked that all he saw when he looked into Putin’s eyes “was a blank wall.” Did President Trump recently
see Putin’s soul or a blank wall?
Over her ten months in Russia, Michelle A Carter met some wonderful Russians and her memoir is
full of delightful tales about their culture, and way of life. Her recounting of the role of the “babushkas”
in their society is both sobering and funny. In one minute, a grand-child loving babushka can transform
into a harpy telling a young woman in no uncertain terms to pull her skirt down and “stop dressing
like a whore”. But if it weren’t for a group of babushkas who made it their business to help Michelle get
off a jam-packed train at her station by shouting “Make way for the Amerikanka”, she might never had
reached her next destination. And yet, while Michelle jokingly asserts that it’s the babas who really ran
the show during the cold war, she also makes readers acutely aware of just how badly women are treated
in Russia. In a series of questions Michelle suggests for Book Clubs at the end of From Under the Russian
Snow, she asks how does this treatment differ from the way women are treated in the rest of the world?
An excellent question that requires one read the book to answer.
Fortunately for Michelle A. Carter, as a woman living alone in Russia, she didn’t have too many difficult encounters. Those occurred elsewhere in her memoir and when they did, her world, for a period
of time, was torn apart by grief. But she had a job to do and returned to Russia to finish what she had
started.
Her “adventure” as she referred to it, was by all accounts, a success and resulted, 20 years later in her
bringing it all together in her informative but sensitive memoir. Like the little white flowers, the “podsnezhniki” that poke up From Under the Russian Snow and herald the coming of spring, Michelle’s book
finishes as all good memoirs should, with the promise that, regardless of what happens in our lives, there
will always be hope for a better tomorrow.

The back cover of Michelle Carter’s From Under the Russian Snow promises a “memoir from Russia’s bubble of freedom in the pre-Putin era,” written by a fifty-year-old woman who left a position as
managing editor of a daily newspaper to spend a year as a United States Information Agency Journalist-in-Residence in 1995 Russia.
Carter’s book certainly delivers the promised depiction of her professional efforts in a dramatically
changing country at an extraordinary historical time; however, it does much more than that. It also
intertwines details of the ordinary life—a loving marriage of twenty-eight years, young-adult children,
friends, church, and work—that she left behind. The two worlds collide when Carter’s “Great Adventure
in Russia” is interrupted by a personal tragedy. Her skillful rendering of both foreign (Russia) and familiar (family, love, and loss) terrains makes for an engaging narrative.
During her year in Russia, Carter’s task is to “work with newspaper editors across Russia to ease their
rough transition from a controlled media to a free and independent press.” The descriptions of the successes and glitches in that process are interesting and informative.
But it is Carter’s depictions of the curiosities and frustrations of daily life that amuse and entertain.
She struggles with the phone, the Internet, the overwhelming cold, and treacherous sidewalks. Her
neighbors admonish her to avoid contacting firemen or the police because of their propensity to “steal
everything.”
The grocery shopping practices seem straight out of a Marx Brothers movie. The omnipresent babushkas dispense unsolicited advice and loud commentary. Stunned by the absence of taxis, Carter
adopts the peculiar practice (to a 1995 American) of soliciting a ride from a stranger by stopping a
passing car, negotiating a price, and hoping that the driver is trustworthy enough to get her where she
wants to go.
She braves Russian air travel and encounters some bizarre practices, such as cramming planks to cover the aisle in order to squeeze in more passengers than the plane can safely carry. Carter’s descriptions
underscore the fact that she is a keen observer who often sees life through a humorous lens.
While the memoir offers clear portrayals of the Russians and fellow Americans whom Carter encounters in her job, it also includes glimpses into her family and friends at home. I surmised early on what
was going to happen but not how; finding the “how” added another dimension to the book.
It wasn’t the suspense, however, that primarily held my attention. From the outset, I was engaged
Carter’s realistic portrait of her marriage and family dynamics. I felt that I knew these ordinary people;
more importantly, I cared about what happened to them.
A few extras in the book enhance its readability. One is the map which simultaneously locates the
many cities Carter visited during her Great Adventure in Russia and underscores how vast this country
of eleven time zones is. Another: the copies of some of the articles she wrote for the newspaper at home
and of emails written to her husband.
From Under the Russian Snow provides insights into a different culture and into people like ourselves, with families, friends, jobs, struggles, losses, and resilience. The book is short (223 pages),
well-written, and satisfying.

Questions interviewers have been asking the author

What colleagues have said
about the author’s time in Russia

1. How does a memoir differ from journalism? They’re both non-fiction. Did you have trouble
making the leap to this genre after a life spent in journalism and an earlier non-fiction book?
2. Did you feel safe as a foreign woman living and traveling alone in Moscow? What was your
biggest fear about going in the first place?
3. Did you ever feel any type of government surveillance of your activities, either overt or covert?
4. You write that the Russian press was flowering under glasnost and perestroika in 1995. How
does that contrast with the situation now?

Regional Press Institute, St. Petersburg, Russia, January 2017
From Under the Russian Snow reflects in its title a symbol of the awakening of Russia, the
time of hope, expectation and enthusiasm of the people who had never experienced freedom. Michelle Carter came to Russia at this turbulent and exciting period and generously
shared herself with us. … Michelle was not an outsider or just a visitor; she was one of us.
She is a talented educator, sensitive and understanding woman and a keen observer. The
book she has written depicts with love and sympathy the attempts to build a new Russia. It’s
about love, life and tragedy — hers and ours.
Anna Sharogradskaya, Director

5. In the book, you’re fairly critical of the treatment of women in Russia. Has that changed over
the years? Is it any different than the situation in most of the rest of the world?
Embassy of the United States, Moscow, Russia, November 14, 1995
6. Socially and intellectually, what were your most challenging experiences as an American
woman in a patriarchal society? Was your gender an issue in working with the Russian editors?
7. What do you think has been the strongest Western influence on the Russian people? Contemporary music? The internet? TV shows/movies?
8. Russia is a vast country with regional cultural and ethnic diversity. Did you find a thread of
commonality among the regions you visited or did you feel like you were visiting many countries under one name?

I know that you have come to the close of your time as professional-in-residence at the Russian-American Press and Information Center and will shortly return to the United States. I
would like to take this opportunity to thank you for the many contributions you have made
during your tenure at RAPIC toward bettering Russian journalists’ understanding of how a
free press works in a democratic society. The book you just published on newspaper design
and layout is an impressive result of your time in Russia.
I would also like to thank you for your dedication to your position, despite the enormous loss
you suffered this summer. During a time of personal tragedy, you remained committed to
your work here. That is both remarkable and truly commendable…
Thomas R. Pickering, Ambassador to Russia

9. What motivated you to leave your comfort zone and launch off to a foreign land half a planet
away?
10. Did the Russians make you feel like an outsider or at home? Did you make any lifelong Russian friends from your visit?
11. If I were to visit Russia, what would be your Top Ten list of sites and/or experiences to suggest?
12. How much of an issue was the language?

United States House of Representatives, Washington, DC, March 9, 2017
Michelle Carter’s writing is always crisp and evocative, and her work with the children of
Chernobyl was nothing less than heroic.
Congresswoman Jackie Speier (CA-14)

